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P-FACTORABLE OPERATORS

BY

C. V. HUTTON(!)

ABSTRACT. Several classes of operators on Banach spaces, defined by cer-

tain summability conditions on the   fcth approximation numbers, are introduced

and studied.   Characterizations of these operators in terms of tensor-product rep-

resentations are obtained.   The relationship between these operators and other

classes of operators introduced by various authors is studied in some detail.

Introduction. This paper is a study of a class of operators on Banach spaces

which we call the p-factorable operators. The notion of a p-factorable operator

is a natural extension to the operators of type lp of ideals of Grothendieck con-

cerning the factorization of nuclear operators.  Since it is easier to study proper-

ties of diagonal operators on the lp spaces, it is useful to know which operators

admit such factorizations. We give a characterization of the p-factorable opera-

tors in terms of certain tensor product representations.  Such representations are

useful, for example, when studying the summability properties of the eigenvalues

of an operator. The classical theorem of H. Weyl discussed in  § 1  is an example

of this. In  §2 we study in some detail the relationship between the p-factorable

operators and several other classes of operators on Banach spaces which have been

introduced by several authors.

We begin by giving basic definitions and establish the notation which will be

used throughout this paper.

All spaces considered are Banach spaces. We denote the unit ball of E by

UE and the space of all continuous linear functionals on E by E'.  By opera-

tor we mean a bounded linear transformation. The collection of all operators from

E to F will be denoted by L(E, F) and llPlI denotes the usual operator norm for

TE L(E, F).  For TE L(E, F) the astriction of T, Ta, is the operator  Ta: E —*

T(Ëj defined by Tax = Tx for all xEE. If /£ E' and y E F then by

/ ® y we mean the rank one operator f ® y: E —>F defined by / ® y(x) =

(x, f)y for every x £ E.

We will be interested in the following classes of operators:

77je operators of type lp. For T £ L(E, F) the kth approximation num-

ber of T, ak(T), is defined by ak(T) = infllP-^ll, the inf being taken over all
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168 C. V. HUTTON

A E L(E, F)   of rank at most   k.   For detailed information concerning prop-

erties of the    Tcth  approximation numbers and their relationship to other ap-

proximation numbers associated with operators on Banach spaces see [2], [5],

[6], [7] and [8].

Following Pietsch we say an operator TE L(E, F) is of type lp, 0 <

p < °°, if the sequence (ak(T))k- 0 belongs to lp (or to c0 if p = °°). We de-

note the collection of operators of type lp from F to F by lp(E, F).

The strongly p-summable operators. In the second chapter of his memoir,

Grothendieck [1 ] introduced a class of operators on Banach spaces which he

called operators "de puissance p. erne sommable" for 0 <p < 1. To avoid con-

fusion with other classes of operators we shall refer to these operators as strongly

p-summable. Namely T £ L(E, F) is said to be strongly p-summable, 0 < p <

1, if T has a representation T= SJLx \f¡ ® y¡ where (\¡)°°=x £ lp, (f¡)f=x E

UE-, and (y,)," i c UF. Following Grothendieck we will let L{p)(E, F) denote

the complete, metrizable, topological vector space of all strongly p-summable op-

erators from E to F given the topology generated by

Sp(T) = inf j £ IX,.|P: T - £\¡f¡ ® y,
(i=l 1=1

The operators of Markus. The class of operators Fp(E, F), 0 <p < 1, was

introduced and studied by Markus in [4] and is defined to be the collection of

all TE L(E, F) having a representation T= Z°°=x\fj ® yt with (f¡)°°=x C UE;

(y¡)^x C UF and (X,)^ = o(Fl,p). Given the topology generated by

Fp(T) = inf  sup n1/p\\,\:T= f. \fn ® y„
(   » n-\

Fp(E, F) is complete and metrizable.  For results pertaining to the relation be-

tween Fp(E, F) and various other classes of operators see [4].

1. p-factorable operators. In his classic memoir [1], Grothendieck showed

that a nuclear operator on arbitrary Banach spaces factors through a nuclear dia-

gonal operator from l°° to I1 (by a diagonal operator T ~ (\)°¡LX  between se-

quence spaces we mean the operator T(%¡)f=x = (Xf £,•)£=!  where the Xf are sca-

lars). Since every operator of type ll  is nuclear [6], the question naturally

arises whether operators of type I1  factor in a similar manner through a type ll

diagonal. As we shall see this is not the case. Indeed, several new spaces of op-

erators arise as natural extensions of the nuclear factorization result of Grothen-

dieck. Moreover, these operators can be completely characterized by certain ten-

sor product representations.

We first give a characterization of the diagonal operators from l°° to ll
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which are of type ll. Without loss of generality we may assume that for diago-

nals r~(XI)/"1  we have   IX, I > IX,+ 1I for all 2 (see, e.g., [2], [6]).

Proposition 1.1. // T: Va —» 71  isa diagonal, T~ (^JL^then ak(T) =

Ejlft+1lXfl for each k.

A proof of (1.1) can be found in [2]. The next result now follows imme-

diately.

Theorem 1.2. A diagonal T: l°° —> I1  with T ~(\)?=x  is of type ll  if

and only if 2°°=xi\\\ converges.

It follows that if T E L(E, F) has a representation T = Z°°=x\¡f¡ ® y¡

where (/f)£., C UB; 0,),~i c UF and SJ^ifXjl is finite then T factors

through a diagonal from l°° to I1  which is of type I1.  Indeed, we have

E —£—► F
"i    „   îs

r   v  > /'

where Ax « «at, fflfa, V ~ (\)~=x and B(C¡)~=X = 2«^|. Since afc(i9)<

s£*+l'V we have I,kz=xak_x(V) < S^S^IX,! < E^ilA,.; hence p is of

type Z1.

We next show that this representation actually characterizes those operators

which factor through a diagonal of type I1   from l°° to ll.

Definition 1.3. We will say that TE L(E, F) is lx-factorable if T fac-

tors through a diagonal of type ll  from l°° to Z1.

Proposition 1.4. /1/j operator TE L(E, F) is I1-factorable if and only

if T has a representation T = S^ X/i ® ?< WÄere Vù7=i c ^r. (Xi)£l c

Up and S^jj'lXjl converges.

Proof. We have already observed the necessity, so suppose that T has

such a factorization. Then T = BVA where

B

r—v.—► /i
with V~(\)f=x. We may assume that   lXfl> IX/+1I for all 1 by a permuta-

tion of the indices if necessary.  Since VE ll(l°°, ll) it follows from (1.2) that

ZJltilXjl converges.  Define f¡EE' by f¡x = (l/\\A\\)(e¡, Ax) where e¡ is the

fth unit vector and let y¡ = (l/llPll)Pef. If p¡ = \\\AII IIP 11 then for xEE we

E —*-►

A
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have

2 Pi<x, f¡)y¡ = £ \<eí> Ax)Be¡ = P [ S \¡(.e¡, Ax)e¡)
i=i í=i \f=i /

= SflCte,, ̂>X" ! = PÍTíía: = Tx;

henee T = E^lj/i,-/). ® jt( is the desired representation.

Clearly Z1-factorable operators are of type Z1. However, the two classes of

operators are, in general, distinct. To see this we need the following theorem of

H. Weyl [10] (see also [1, §2]).

Theorem 1.5. Let H be a Hubert space and 0<p<l. If TEL^XH,^

and (z,.)^i  is the sequence of eigenvalues of T, arranged in order of decreas-

ing modulus and repeated according to multiplicity, then E£_ x \z¡\p < Sp(T).

Now let T: I2 —► Z2 be the diagonal 7/~ (r3/2)f=x. That T is of type

Z1   follows from [6], [7].  If T were Z'-factorable then by (1.4) there exist

(ftff=xEU¡2, OíOíL, c Up and scalars (p¡)?=x  with EJ^/ltyl  finite such

that T= E£- xp¡f¡ ® y¡.  But then

o» oo /   OO \ 2/3     /    °° \l/3

g l^P/3 = E (/ l/i,!)273/-^3 < f gi |*ij     ( £ r2 j < +oo;

hence 7/£¿(2/3)(Z2, Z2). That is, 52/3(7/) is finite. But since the sequence of

eigenvalues of 7/ is precisely (¡T*3 )¡Li it follows from (1.5) that S2/3(T)>

E~ ,(r3/2)2/3 = SJLif"1. This contradiction implies that T is not /^factora-

ble.

Definition 1.6. We will say that T £ L(E, F) js p-factorable, p > 1, if

T   factors through a diagonal    P: /°° —> I1    having the property that

2™=17jp-1an_1(£)) converges. We will denote the collection of p-factorable op-

erators from F to F by   Tp(E, F).

It is clear that F,(F, F) coincides with the /'-factorable operators from

E to F. In fact, (1.4) can be generalized in a natural way to the p-factorable

operators.

Theorem 1.1. An operator TE L(E, F) is p-factorable for p > 1 if and

only if there are sequences (/„)"= 1 c UE<, (y„)ñ=1 EUF and scalars (X„)~=1

with 2"=1T2P IX„ I finite such that T = E"=1X„/„ ® yn.

Proof. If T has such a representation then T = BVA where B, V and A

are as in (1.4);   since an(V) < ^k=n+x 'Afc'  for each tj we have
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T np-lan_x(V)< S»"-1  £   lAfcl< E»PIX„I;
«=1 n=\ k=n n=l

hence V has the desired property.

Conversely, if T factors through a diagonal V having the property that

E~=17ip~1a„_i(i7) converges then ¿9 ~ (X„)~=i  where   IXW+1I> IX„I for all tj

(we can assume (X„)"=1  is decreasing by taking a suitable permutation of the in-

dices if necessary).  Then

n=l n=\ \k=n /

= E      Zip-1) l\l >K(p)Znp\Xn\
n=l \ i=l / n=l

where J£(p) is a constant depending only on p.  Let /}, y, and p¡ be as in

(1.4). Then T= 'Lf=xp¡f¡ ® y¡ is a representation of T having the desired pro-

perty.

Definition IS: For   p > 1 and    T £ Fp(F, F)   let   fp(T) =

inf{E~=17jp-1a„_1(í?): P is a diagonal from Z°°  to Z1  with T factoring through

V}.

Theorem 1.9. For every p > 1, Vp(E, F) is a vector space.

Proof. Let p > 1 and TX,T2E Fp(E, F). Then T¡ = V¡V¡U¡ where

P#: /" —> Z1  is a diagonal with E~=17ip-1a,,_,((?,.) finite for í = 1, 2. Define

/: E —*■ E 9m F by Ix = (x, x) and S: F ©„, F -*■ F by S(x, y) = x + v. /

and S are bounded linear transformations and we have the commutative diagram

Tx+ T2

E @E

-*■ F

F ®F

Ux® U2 VX<BV2

t» © /»—i-l_> /i © /i
oo oo

We will first show that 2~=1«p_1 an_x(Vx © f2) converges.  Indeed, if

A¡: l°° —* Z1  is of rank at most fc with  II fy -.4,11 < ak(V¡) + e, i = 1, 2, then

the operator /I -.4. © A2: Z°° ©„ Z°° —» Z1 ©„ Z1  has rank at most 2k. If
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t = (tx,?)er ©O.Z- and  II|IL<1 then

KVX © V2 -A)&m = ICPjt1 -Ax%\ V2Ï2 -A2%2)K

= maxillp^1 -Ax%l\\x, \V2%2 -A2%2\x} < max ak(V¡) + e.
/=1,2

Thus a2k(Vx e í92)<max,= 1>2afc(£>,) for each k. Since a2k+x(Vx © V2) <

a2fc(Pi © 4) and (2/: + l)""1 < C(p)(2k)p~i   for all k it follows that

^Z^kp~1ak_1(J)i © £>2) converges if and only if E~=0(2/c)p_1a2fc(t>I © V2)

converges.  But

Z (2k)p~1a2k(Vx  © P2) < 2"-1 max \í(k + l)p~lak(vÁ .
k=0 i=l,2 (fe=o )

We next show that Vx® V2  factors through a diagonal £>: Z°° —»-Z1  hav-

ing the property that E~=17ip_1û;„_i(t)) converges.  If (£, 77) £ l°° ©„ Z°° de-

fine /?: Z~ ©. r -* r by /?«, r?) = (y,)f=x where

7/ =5(i+i)/2     if '  is °dd,

= r?j72 if /  is even,

for % = (£,);!,  and ti = (1?^. That is, /?(£, J?) = (i-}, Tjj, ?2, t?2, • • -, £„,

rj„, • • •) E /". Then K is well defined, linear, and  ILRll = 1. Define £>: /" -*

Z1  by V~(5,)f=i where

5, = x(f+i)/2     if '   h odd»

= ju,/2 if 1  is even,

with Vx ~(\),~i and P2 ~ (p¡)f=x. Now  llpll < E^IX,! + 1/0,1) so pE

L(r, ll).  Let F: Z1 — Z1  ©«, Z1  be defined by F(^f=x = ((<*£«. (fc)£=i),

a, = |2,_i  and j3, = £2f.  It follows from the definitions that Vx © V2 = FVR;

hence Tx + T2  factors through the diagonal V: Z°° —»■ Z1. To see that

E"=iTJp-1a„_1(i9) is finite we need only observe that V = B(VX © V2)A where

A: I" -»> Z~ ©„ /- is defined by AQQfa = (I1, i-2) with Ü1 = (^.fj, f5,

• * •> *2«+l. • * 0 and £2 = (?2, È4, Ü6, • • -, |3B, • • •) and B: Z1 ©M Z1 -> Z1

is defined by F((£,.)~ ,, (r?f)~ t) - (|,, ij,, |a, tja, • • •)• Now  UI - 1  and

«fill < 2 so ak(V) < IUIIak(P, © P2) \\B\\ < 2afc(P1 © P2).

Corollary 1.10. For p>l and T¡ E Tp(E, F), i =1,2, there is a con-

stant C(p) depending only on p suchthat fp(Tx +T2)<C(p)(fp(Tx)+fp(T2)).

If p = 1 we can take C(l) = 2.

We now show that Fp(F, F) is complete in the topology generated by fp.

The following lemma is the first step.
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Lemma 1.11. // p > 1 aTj<i D (l°°, ll) denotes the space of all diagonals

V:r—*ll  suchthat op(V) = Z'n*=xnp-lotn_x(V) is finite then Dp(E,F) is

complete under the topology generated by a .

Proof. Suppose {i>„}~=1 EDp(l°°, Z1) is oycauchy. Then there is a di-

agonal V: l°° —* Z1 such that IIP„ - £>ll -*• 0. Thus ak(V„ - V) —*■ 0 uniform-

ly in k.  Let M>0 besuchthat ap(Vn)<M for all tj. Then

Z 72p-» an_y(V) = Z np~\an_x(V) + a„_x(Vm)) + Z np~l a„_x(Vm).
n=l n=i «=1

If ttj is chosen so that tcp_1 \ak_x(V) - ak-X(Vm)\ < 1/N for all k, 1 < k <N,

then ^-xnp~lan-l(V)<M + l. That is, ap(7T;) is finite. That op(V-Vm)

—*■ 0 is clear.

Theorem 1.12. For each p > 1,   Tp(E, F) is complete under the topology

generated by fp.

Proof. If (Tn)~=i c Fp(E> F) is /p-cauchy then there is TE L(E, F)

suchthat  II r„ -rll—»O.  Choose a subsequence (T„t)°¡Lx  of (Tn)"=x  such

that fpVni+x -Tni)<2~Si for each / and let 5, = Tn¡+l - Tn¡. Then T =

Tni + £~ jS, = E^S, where S0 = rB1- Write S, = 7,(9,(7, with  II 7,11 =

lli/,ll = l  and E^=1T2p-1a„_1(r)J.)</p(5I.) + 2-8/. Then we can assume  117,11 =

ll£/,ll = 2_/ for each / > 1  and Z£=1/ip"1all_1(i9/)< r" and  II70H =

IIC/0II=1  with E-=1T2p-Ia„_1(p0)</p(50) + 2-6/. Then E~=0ll7„ll and

E"=0lli/„ll converge so there are U£ L(E, Z°°) and  KeL(/',F) suchthat

U=X~^Un and  F=E^=07„. Also S"=0op(í?„) converges and so by

(1.11) there is V EDp(l°°, ll) with P=E^=0P„.  Now

7W/- Z  ^tV,
i=0 i"=n + l

7P- Z v¡u¡
i=n + l

< Z  v¡p¡
i=n + l

£ v¡q¡
i=n+l i=n + l

<  Z   «7,11 Z   iip,ii.Z   ii^.ii-^o
i"=n+l /=>i + l i=n + l

where F,: (S£, © Z?) — Z?  and ß,: (E£, © /") -► /~  are the natural pro-

jections (viewing Z1  and /"  as ÇL?=X(B l}) and (£™i©Z") respectively).

Thus VVU = 2,^5, = T.

2. Relationships between various classes of operators. In this section we
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study the relationship between the spaces of operators  Fp(F, F), F (E, F),

L^(E, F) and lp(E, F). We obtain several factorization theorems pertaining to

operators of these various types.

It is clear from the definitions that   Fp(E, F) E Fxlp(E, F) for each p> 1

and fp(T) > Fxlp(T). It also follows immediately that for 0 < p < H, Fp(E, F)

C Vq(E, F) for every q, l< q < (1 - p)lp, and fq(T) < K(p)Fp(T) where

K(p) is a constant depending only on p.  In fact, this is the best result possible.

To see this let T: lx —♦ Z1  be the diagonal T ~ (A„)~=1  where X„ =

Tj-1/p[ln(T2 + I)]-1  for 0<p<l. Then 7i1/pX„ —► 0; hence TEFp(ll,ll).

UTE r~m(l\ ll), m = (1 -p)lp, then T = AVB where V: Z°° -* Z1  is a diag-

onal with the property that E"=1TJm_1a„_1(i9) converges. In particular, since

an(T) < IUII Ilj5lla„(i9), Z~=xnm-lan_x(T) converges. But an(T) = X„+1  [6],

[7] for each tj.  This contradiction shows that Té Fm(Z1,Z1) where m =

(1 -p)/p.

Pietsch [6], [7] has shown that every T £ lp(E, F), 0 < p < 1, has a rep- -

resentation 7"- Xfa X/i ®J>i where <X)^=i c ^'. Cv/)£=i c UF and

(X,)~! E Zp; that is lp(E, F) C /,<P>(F, F) for each p, 0 <p < 1. We now

show that, in general, the opposite inclusion does not hold.

Proposition 2.1. Let 0 < q < 1 and TE Liq\E, F). Then T factors

through a diagonal from Z°° to ll  which is of type lp, 1/p = 1/q - I. In par-

ticular, T is of type Zp, 1/p = 1/q - l,and this is the best result possible.  If

0<q<2/3 then Ta is of type lp where lip = 1/q - 3/2.

Proof. If TEL(q)(E, F) then T= E^X,/) ® y, where  \\f¡\\, ly,l < 1,

\\\> IX,+ 1I for all i, and (X,),^ Elq. Thus T has the factorization

where Ux = «x, /,»" x, V ~ (\)~=x, and  7 = £^, e¡ ® y¡. Now V=V2VX

where

Z°

Pi

P -> /'

IP,

with P, -(Xf)»! and V2 ~CX¡-q)~=x. Since afc(í?2) = IX^,!1"* [6], V2
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is of type li'V-i); hence T= VV2VXU is also of type Z"/(1_<?).

If q< 2/3, write V= V3V2VX  where

/-  —P-» Z1

Pi ÎP3

z1   -^-Z2

with^-í^^.^-íX;-3^2),^   and ^-(A?)",.  Since ak(V2) <

|Xfc+i|i-3<//2 itfouowsthat p2 is of type Zp, 1/p = l/q - 3/2. To finish the proof ob-

serve that Ta = W3PV2VXU where F: Z2 ->(7P3)_1(r(F)) is the orthogonal projection.

We now show that the result T £ ¿(<7)(F, F), 0 < <? < 1, implies that T E

lp(E, F), lip - l/q - 1, b the best result possible. Indeed, for 0 < (7 < 1 we

will construct a diagonal T: l°° —► Z1  which is strongly <7-summable but not of

type z'<7/(1-<z^-e for any e > 0.  For fixed q, 0 < q < 1, choose ß such that

ft > 1.    Let    j3„ = (tj +  l)(q~1)/q[ln(n + l)]~ß   and define T: Z°° -* I1,

T ~ (X„)"=1, where    X„ = ßn - ßn+x.    It follows from the mean value

theorem and the choice of ß that E"=11/3„ - ßn+x\q is finite; hence F£

!<«>(/-. Z1).  Since <*„(D = £~ „ + 1 A, =/3„ + 1 [2], T is not of type ^-«IH

by the choice of j3„ and )3.

We point out that in [4] Markus proved that ¿^(F, F) C Zp/(1_p)(F, F)

(using completely different techniques) and remarked without proof that p/(l -p)

was the best result possible.

The following proposition is well known and easy to prove'.

Proposition 2.2. // (Xn)"_,  is any sequence of positive scalars such that

£"=1TJpX„ converges for p>l then (A„)~=1 E Z(1 + e)/(p + 1) for every e>0

and this is the best result possible.  If (A„)~=1 e ZI/(p + 1) for p>l  then

E™=1 tjpX„ converges and this is the best result possible.

Proposition 2.3. If p> 1 and TE Fp(F, F) then T factors through a

diagonal V: ll —* I2 of type Z1/(p-1}.  In particular Ta is of type Z1/(p_1).

Moreover T factors through a diagonal V0: ll ~+ ll of type l2/(2p~l);hence

rez2/(2p-i)(£.F)

Proof. If TE Fp(F, F) then, by (1.7), T = £~=1A„/„ 0 yn where  ll/JI,

WyJ<l  and E~=17jplAnl converges.  In particular, (A„)~=1 £ Z2/(2p+,) by

(2.2). Therefore we can factor T

E -► F
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where A, B and V are as in (1.4).  Now we can write V = V2W3~ where

V
r —*-+ i'I «
z1 —v-+ i2

V,

with V3~(X2n^2p+1)):=x,V^(X2n^-1^2p+1))-=x  and P2 ~ (Ay<2p + 1>)~=1

Thus ak(V)<Wk+x\2(p-l)/i2p+1) and so pE Z17^"1^ Z2); it follows that

TaEll/(P-l\E, TlËf).  If we let P0 = i/2p then V0 ~ (h„2p~l)/(2p+l))ñ=l.

Since ak(V0) < lXfc+1l(2p_1)/(2p + 1) we have the desired result.

If p = 1  we have the following version of (2.3).

Proposition 2.4.// TE FX(E, F) then Ta is of type I2. Indeed, T fac-

tors through a diagonal from l°° to I2 which is of type I2.

Proof. For TE F,(F, F) choose a representation T = ^=x\„f„ 0 yn

with  ll/JI, WyJ < 1  and E~=1T2lX„l finite. Then T= WU where

T ■+ F

r —=-» i2
! ..I

with £/x = «x, fn))"=x, V ~ (X2/3)-=1, and 7= E^=1A¿/3e„ 0 v„. The op-

erators U, V and V are well defined by (2.2). Now V = BA where

z2

and A ~ (A¿/3)~=1  and F ~ (A¿/3)~=1.  Since B is of type  Z2 [6], £> is also

of type Z2 and the result follows.

We point out that there are operators whose astrictions are of type Z2  yet

the operators are not  1-factorable.  Indeed, choose any Hubert -Schmidt operator

on Hubert space which is not of type Z1. Then its astriction is also Hilbert-

Schmidt, hence of type Z2 [6], but the operator is certainly not  1-factorable.

We next consider the relationship between p-factorable and strongly p-sum-

mable operators.

Proposition 2.5. Let p > 1 and 7/E ¿(<?)(F, F) where q = l/(p + 1).

Then T is p-factorable.  In particular, if T is of type lq, q = l/(p + 1), then
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T is p-factorable and these are the best results possible.

The proof is immediate from (2.2).

It follows from (1.6) that for p-factorable operators T, p > 1,

X^=lnp~xan_1(T) converges; hence, by (2.2), T is of type lq for every

q > 1/p. We next show that these are the best results possible.

Proposition 2.6. If p> 1 and T is p-factorable then E"=1tjp_1an_x(T)

converges and this is the best result possible. Moreover, T is of type z(1/p;+e

for every e > 0 aTJi/, for p > 1, this is the best result possible.

Proof. The first part of the proposition follows from the definition of the

p-factorable operators and the fact that for T = BVA, ak(T) < IL4II \\B\\ak(V).

If p > 1 let ßn = T2-phT2(TJ + 1) and X„ = ß„-ßn+x. Define T:

l°° —► Z1  by T ~ (Xn)~_j.  It follows from the mean value theorem that

£"=1TiplX„l converges.  Since an(T) = £"=„+, lXfcl we have 2Z~=xnp-xan_x(T)

finite.  But

a„(F)=    Z   R.I-fc+1    and    ± n(»-^an_x(T) = ¿      "^¿'^
k=n+l n=l n = l(T2+l)pln2(T7+l)

which diverges for any e > 0.

Now let p > 1 and T E Fp(F, F).  It follows from the above and (2.2)

that F is of type Z(1/p)+e for every e > 0. To see that this is the best result

possible let ßn = n~pln-p(n + 1), A„ = )3„ - j3„ + 1  and define T: /" —> Z1  by

F ~ (X„)~=1.  It again follows that E"=1tjpA„  converges; hence TE Vp(ll, Z°°).

But ak(T) = E"=fc+1A„ = /3fc+1  and (ßk)k=x El1/p; hence F is not of type
,i/p

We point out that for p = 1  the result  Tp(E, F) E Z(1+e)/p(F, F) is not

the best possible.  Indeed, the first part of (2.6) gives  VX(E, F) C lx(E, F).

As a partial converse to (2.6) we have the following proposition.

Proposition 2.7. Let p>l and TE L(E, F). If ^=xnpan_x(T) con-

verges then there are sequences (/„)"=i c UE-, (y„)"=1 C UF and scalars

(A„)™=1   with  E™=1 nq IA„ I finite for every q,0 <q < p, süctj that  T =

2«=iA„/„ ® 7„-

Proof. Since E™=1tjpc<„_i(F) converges, («„(F))^, £/,'' for every r>

l/(p + 1) by (2.2); in particular TElr(E, F) for l/(p + 1) < r < 1 and so

by [6] there are sequences (/„)™=1 E UE>, (yn)"-x E UF and a nonincreasing

sequence of scalars (An)~=1 E lr suchthat T= E~=1X„/„ 0 yn. Now
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(T21/rlX„l)™=1  is bounded; hence 2£atin,/MXJ|tn*"a+,> - E^S***t\J con-

verges for 8 = S(e, r) > 0.

If TE Vp(E, F), Sx £ L(G, F) and 52 E L(F, X) then F5t  and 52F

are p-factorable.  For p-factorable T and ^-factorable S, p, q > 1, we have the-

following composition formula.

Proposition 2.8. For p, q, S and T as above, the composition ST is r-

factorable for every r, 1 <r<p + q - 1.

Proof. We can write T = E~=1 X„/„ 0 yn with  \fH\, \yn\<\ and

E"=1T2PIX„I finite. The operator S also has a representation S = 2Z°^=xpngn 0 xn

with \\gn\\, llx„ll< 1 and Z~=xnq\pn\ finite. Since an(S) < E~„+i l/x,l we

have

«^„^(^^tt^Z^kZ'"7^!;
/=« i=n

thus nqa„_x(S) —*■ 0.  By (2.6), E^n*'-1^^^) converges; hence

Z «P+«-1afI_1(SI) < t (2n)p+q-xa2n(ST) + £ (2n + Dp+ff-1«ail+1(Sr)
„=1 n=!l n = l

<^(p,i7)ZT2p+'?-1a2„(5F)
n=l

<K(p, q) Z («^„-itfOX««««-^) < oo.
n=l

By (2.7), ST has a representation ST = E"=I/?„A„ 0 z„ where  ll/ijl, llzj < 1

and £^=1TJrl/3„l converges for every r, 1 <r<p +q - I. The result now fol-

lows from (1.7).

We now give a summary of this section.

Theorem 2.9 (Summary), (i) // 0 < p < 1 then

¿(P)(F, F)CZp/(1_p)(F, F)

and this is the best result possible.

(ii) For 0 <p < 1, lp(E, F) C L^\E, F).

(in) For p>l, Liq\E, F) E Tp(E, F), q = l/(p + 1). In particular,

lq(E, F) C Fp(F, F).

(iv) For p>l, Fp(F, F) C ¿<r>(F, F) /or every r, 1 > r > l/(p + 1) and

this is the best result possible.
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(v) For p > 1,  ip(F, F) C lq(E, F) for every q > lip and this is the best

resuit possible.  If p = 1  we have  r~x(E, F) Ell(E, F) and this is the best re-

sult possible.

(vi) For p>l, Vp(E, F) E Fx/p(E, F).

(vii) For 0 < p < % Fp(E, F) C Tq(E, F) for every q,Kq<(l- p)lp

and this is the best result possible.

(viii) // 0 < q < ft then L(q)(E, F) E Fr(E, F) for r = ql(l - q). In par-

ticular, lq(E, F) C Fr(E, F).

(ix) For 0 < p < ft, Fp(E, F) E L(r)(E, F) for every r, p/(l - p) < r < 1.

// we let l£ (E, F) denote the collection of operators from E to F whose

astrictions are of type lp then (2.3) and (2.4) give the following result.

(x) For p > 1, Fp(F, F) C Ir'^Xe, F) and for p = 1, F,(F, F) C

¡l(E, F).

We feel a few words about the class of operators lg(E, F) are in order. It

is not difficult to give examples of operators T and spaces E, F for which

ak(T) ¥= ak(Ta).  For example, if T: Z1 —> Z°° is natural injection then ak(T) =

ft and ak(Ta) = 1  for all k [2].  It is not known if the astriction of an operator

of type lp is again of type Zp. We suspect this is not the case; however, we

have been unable to construct such an example, even for p = 1. Results of

Retherford and Stegall [9] on fully nuclear operators and of Grothendieck [1,

§2] on the astrictions of strongly p-summable operators support our conjecture.

We have shown [3] that the astriction of an operator of type I2'3 is nuclear

(hence such an operator is fully nuclear [9]) and that the astriction of an opera-

tor of type Zp, 0 <p < 1, is of type Zr, 1/r = 1/p - 1.
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